Let {<f> n }, « = 0, 1, 2, • • -, be a system of functions on (0, 1) with 0o=l. For n = 2 kl +2 k *+ • • • +2*«, with 0^h<k 2 < • • • <k" we set If {^n} is an orthogonal system on (0, 1), it is called a W-system [l, pp. [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] [196] after the Walsh system, {w n }, which is formed from the Rademacher functions, {r n }, in this manner. It is generally assumed that the system {^n} is equinormed, i.e., there is a constant K such that (*) f |*»| 2 = K for n^ n 0 . J o The study of these systems has shown that they are essentially of two types depending on whether or not we assume (**) | <t> n (%) | ^ 1 a.e. for every n.
When this assumption is made, the results obtained on TF-systems parallel those for the Walsh system. In the other case, the behavior may resemble that of systems generated by the strongly lacunary trigonometric sequences {2 1/2 cos m n x} and {2 1/2 sin m n x\ with m n+1 /m n^3 ([l, pp. 190-191] and [2, pp. 208-209] ). We will restrict our consideration to the systems satisfying (*) and (**) and we will refer to them simply as T^-systems.
In very general terms our results may be stated as follows.
A result concerning the a.e. convergence or summdbility of a Walsh series, ^c n w n , implies the corresponding result for the W-series, ^Cnfin-We will state more precise results shortly. From our first lemma we conclude that we may assume | </> n (x) | =1 a.e. without loss of generality. We have the following result. LEMMA 
For every measurable EQ(0, 1), y~x(E) is measurable and m{y~l(E))=m{E).
A sequence {/ n } of bounded measurable functions is said to be maximal if there is a set Z of measure zero such that if f n (xi) =/n(#2) for every n and xi, x 2^p Z f then X\ = x 2 . Rényi [3] showed that maximally is sufficient to imply that the system We [4] have shown that maximality is also necessary.
Clearly the sequence {<f> n } is maximal if and only if y is almost everywhere 1-1. We have further LEMMA 
If {</> n } is maximal, there is a metric automorphism rj on
By a metric automorphism of a set we mean a 1-1 measure preserving mapping of the set onto itself.
Applying these results to W-systems we have THEOREM 
If {yf/ n } is a W'-system, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) {ypn} is complete.
(ii) There is a metric automorphism rj of (0, 1) such that \l/ n (x) = w» o rj(x) a.e. for every n.
We see then that for complete PF-systems the study of the series ITxnil/n can be replaced by the study of the Walsh series ^c n w n . We note further that for every /£L P , p è 1, f~ ^c n \l/ ni we have g =ƒ o rç 
